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Abstract 
Crochemore and Pertin discovered an elegant linear-time constant-space string-matching algo- 
rithm that makes at most 2n - m symbol comparisons. This paper shows how to modify their 
algorithm to use fewer comparisons. 
Given any fixed E > 0, the new algorithm takes linear time, uses constant space and makes at 
most n + [y(n - m)] symbol comparisons. If O(log m) space is available, then the algorithm 
makes at most n + [i(n - m)j symbol comparisons. The pattern preprocessing step also takes 
linear time and uses constant space. 
These are the first string-matching algorithms that make fewer than 2n-m symbol comparisons 
and use sub-linear space. 
1. Introduction 
String matching is the problem of finding all occurrences of a short string 9[ l..m], 
called a partern, in a longer string F[l..n], called a text. In this paper we study 
the exact comparison complexity of the string matching problem. We usually assume 
that the only access the algorithms have to the input strings is by pairwise symbol 
comparisons that result in equal or unequal answers and sometimes allow access by 
order comparisons that result in less-than, equal-to or greater-than answers. 
* The results reported in this paper were presented at the first European Symposium on Algorithms held in 
Bad-Honnef, Germany, in September 1993. 
’ Partially supported by ESPRIT Basic Research Action Program of the EC under contract #7141 (ALCGM 
II), by the IBM Graduate Fellowship while studying at Columbia University and by the European 
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voor Wiskunde en Informatica, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, and the Institut National de Recherche en 
Informatique et en Automatique, Rocquencourt, France. Part of this work was done while the author was 
visiting the Universiti de L’Aquila, L’Aquila, Italy, in summer 1991. 
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Several algorithms solve the string matching problem in linear time. For a survey on 
string-matching algorithm see Aho’s paper [l]. Most known perhaps is the algorithm 
of Knuth et al. [25] that makes 2n - m symbol comparisons in the worst case. Variants 
of the Boyer-Moore [4] algorithm that were designed by Apostolico and Giancarlo 
[2], Colussi [ 1 l] and Crochemore et al. [ 131 also make 2n - m symbol comparisons. 
The original Boyer-Moore algorithm makes about 3n comparisons as shown recently 
by Cole [7]. All these algorithms work in two steps: in the first step the pattern is 
preprocessed and some information is stored and used later in a text processing step. 
Our bounds do not account for comparisons that are made in the pattern preprocessing 
step that can compare even all pairs of pattern symbols. 
Research on the exact number of comparisons required to solve the string-matching 
problem has been stimulated by Colussi’s [lo] discovery of an algorithm that makes 
at most n + $(n - m) comparisons. This bound was improved by Galil and Giancarlo 
[18], Breslauer and Galil [5] and most recently by Cole and Hariharan [8] who show 
that the string-matching problem can be solved using at most n + &(n - m) symbol 
comparisons. 2 Lower bounds given by Galil and Giancarlo [ 171, Zwick and Paterson 
[30], Cole and Hariharan [8] and Cole et al. [9] still leave a small gap between the 
lower and upper bounds. 
The computation model considered in this paper consists of random-access read- 
only input registers, random-access write-only output registers and a limited number of 
auxiliary random-access read-write data registers. The number of bits per data register 
is bounded by some constant times the logarithm of n + m. The term space in this 
model refers to the number of auxiliary data registers used. Namely, a constant-space 
algorithm can use only a constant number of auxiliary registers. 
The algorithms mentioned above use O(m) auxiliary memory registers. However, the 
naive approach to string matching can find all occurrences of the pattern in the text in 
O(nm) time using only constant auxiliary space. Galil and Seiferas [21] were the first 
to discover a linear-time, constant-space string-matching algorithm, disproving conjec- 
tures about a time-space tradeoff [3,20]. They also showed that their algorithm can 
be implemented even on a six-head, two-way finite automaton in linear time and con- 
jectured that a multi-head, one-way finite automaton cannot solve the string-matching 
problem [22,26,27]. This conjecture was very recently settled by Jiang and Li [24]. 
Crochemore and Perrin [14] discovered a simple linear-time, constant-space string- 
matching algorithm that makes at most 2n - m comparisons. Crochemore and Rytter 
[ 151 show how to reduce the number of comparisons made by the Galil-Seiferas [21] 
algorithm by a better choice of parameters. Crochemore [12] gives another constant- 
space string matching algorithm. The comparison bounds achieved by Galil and Seiferas 
[21], Crochemore and Rytter [ 151 and by Crochemore [ 121 are larger than 2n - m. 
* All the string matching algorithms that are mentioned take linear time. The pattern preprocessing steps 
which are not accounted in the bounds take O(m*) time in Cole and Hariharan’s algorithm and linear time 
in the other algorithms. 
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This paper focuses on the number of comparisons required by constant-space string- 
matching algorithms. It is shown that for any fixed E > 0, there exists a linear-time 
constant-space string-matching algorithm that makes at most n + Ly(n - ~tz)J symbol 
comparisons. Our results are developed in three steps: 
1. The CrochemorePerrin string-matching algorithm is modified to use the period- 
icity structure of the pattern in order to record some pattern suffixes that occur in the 
text. The modified algorithm takes linear time and uses O(m) auxiliary space. It makes 
at most n + Lmi”cnl;m;lm-nl)(n - M)J <n + Li(n - m)] comparisons, where 7~1 denotes the 
period length of the pattern. 
2. The periodicity structure of the pattern that is used in the modified algorithm can 
be stored in [log, m + 11 memory registers, where cp = y is the golden ratio. Thus, 
the algorithm can be implemented using O(logm) auxiliary memory registers. 
3. If only c > 1 registers are available to store the periodicity structure of the pattern, 
then we present an algorithm, which is a hybrid between the original Crochemore- 
Perrin algorithm and the modified algorithm, that makes at most n + 1; a(n - M)] 
comparisons, where 91 are the Fibonacci numbers. 
This establishes that there exist linear-time constant-space string-matching algorithms 
that make fewer than 2n - m comparisons. 
The pattern preprocessing step of the new algorithms can be implemented in linear 
time using a constant number of auxiliary memory registers except the registers that 
store the portion of the periodic@ structure of the pattern which is used in the text 
processing step. Similar to the Crochemore-Pen-in algorithm, the pattern preprocessing 
step requires the use of order comparisons. 
We proceed with the definitions of periods and their basic properties in Section 2. 
Section 3 overviews the original Crochemore-Pert-in algorithm and Section 4 presents 
the modified algorithm. Section 5 gives more properties of periods which are used in 
Section 6 to save space. The pattern preprocessing step is discussed in Section 7. We 
conclude with a list of open problems in Section 8. 
2. Properties of strings 
This sections gives some basic definitions and properties of strings. 
Definition 2.1. A string Y[l..k] has a period of length n if sP[i] = Y[i + TC], for 
i= l,...,k-71. 
We define the set IIYll..kl = {ny ] 0 = rrr < rry < . . . < X; = k} to be the 
set of all periods of a string 9’[ l..k]. rr p, the smallest non-zero period of Y[l..k] is 
called the period of Y. We use the terms period and period length synonymously. 
The superscript B will be ommited when we refer to periods of the pattern 9[ l..m]. 
A substring or a factor of a string Y[l..k] is a contiguous block of symbols P’[i..j]. 
A factorization of 9’[ l..k] is a way to break 9 into a number of factors. We only 










Fig. 1. The local periods of the first three non-trivial factorizations of ‘abaaaba’. Note that in some cases 
the local period can overflow to either side; this happens when the local period is longer than either of the 
two factors. The factorization (b) is a critical factorization. 
consider factorizations of a string into two factors: a prefix Y[l..Z] and a sufix Y[l+ 
l..k]. Such a factorization is said to be non-trivial if neither of the two factors is equal 
to the empty string. Note that a factorization can be represented by a single integer 
which is the position at which the string is partitioned. 
Definition 2.2. Given a factorization (Y[l..l], Y[I + l..k]), a local period of the fac- 
torization is defined as a non-empty string that is consistent with both sides of the 
factorization. Namely, a string that matches the prefix Y[1..1] aligned at its end and 
also matches suffix sP[I + l..k] aligned at its start. The shortest local period of a 
factorization is called the local period. See Fig. 1 for an example. 
Definition 2.3. A non-trivial factorization of a string Y[ 1 ..k] is called a critical fat- 
torization if the local period of the factorization is of the same length as the period 
of Y[ 1 ..k]. 
The following theorem states that critical factorizations always exist. It is the basis 
for the Crochemore-Penin string-matching algorithm. 
Theorem 2.4 (The Critical Factorization Theorem, Cesari and Vincent [6,28]). Let 7~7 
be the period length of a string 9’[ 1 ..k]. Then, given any ~7 - 1 consecutive non-trivial 
factorizations, at least one is a critical factorization. 
Notice that in the trivial case where rc 7 = 1 every factorization is a critical fac- 
torization. In this case, there exists an obvious string-matching algorithm that requires 
only n comparisons. We thus ignore this case in the rest of the paper and assume that 
7cp 22. 
3. The Crochemore-Perrin algorithm 
Crochemore and Penin [14] used the Critical Factorization Theorem to obtain a 
simple and elegant linear-time, constant-space string-matching algorithm. The pattern 
preprocessing step of their algorithm, which is discussed in Section 7, also takes linear 
time and uses constant space. In the rest of this section we assume that the period length 
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of the pattern and a critical factorization (Y[l..x], 9Q+ l..m]) of the pattern, such that 
X < 717, are given. We describe a somewhat simplified version of the Crochemore- 
Perrin algorithm. 
The Crochemore-Perrin string matching algorithm tries to match the pattern aligned 
starting at a certain text position. It compares symbols starting from the middle of the 
pattern and tries first to match the pattern suffix 9Q+ l..m]. Only then, after this suffix 
was discovered in the text, the algorithm tries to match the pattern prefix g[l..x] that 
was skipped. 
Lemma 3.1 (Crochemore and Perrin [14]). Let (S[l..x], 9[~+l..m]) be a critical fuc- 
torization of the pattern and let p < max(x, m - 2) be the length of any local period 
of this factorization. Then p is a multiple of 711, the period length of the pattern. 
Theorem 3.2 (Crochemore and Perrin [14]). There exists a constant-space, linear-time 
string matching algorithm that makes at most 2n - m symbol comparisons. 
Proof. The Crochemore-Pert-in algorithm is given is Fig. 2. We prove its correctness 
and show that it makes at most 2n - m symbol comparisons. 
The algorithm aligns the pattern starting at some text position (T and tries to match 
the pattern suffix Y[x + l..m] with the text symbols that are aligned with it. Initially 
o = 1, and later cr is incremented if there are mismatches or if occurrences of the 
pattern are discovered. The algorithm maintains the invariance that Y[o + x..B - l] = 
9Q + 1..0 - 01, where 8 is the text position that is compared next. There are two 
conditions in which the while loop that tries to match the pattern suffix terminates. 
1. Mismatch: If the loop that matches the pattern s&ix terminated with 0 < rr + m, 
then there was a mismatch Y[e] # 9[0 - (T + 11. Clearly, there can be no occurrence 
of the pattern starting at text position rr. 
Assume that an occurrence of the pattern starts at text position 8, cr < 5 < 6 - x. 
Then, the critical factorization (Y[l..x], 9[x+ l..m]) must have a local period of length 
is - tr. See Pig. 3. 
Since 5 - cr <m - x, by Lemma 3.1, a - 0 is a multiple of nr. But then, by the 
definition of a period, 9[0 - o + l] = 9[0 - 5 + l] and S[e] # S[tI - 7i + I]. 
Therefore, there can be no occurrence of the pattern starting at text position 5 and 
thus, the smallest text position at which an occurrence of the pattern may start is 
8-x+1. 
The algorithm proceeds by setting cr = 8 - x + 1. 
2. Match: If the loop terminated with 8 = IS + m, then an occurrence of the pattern 
suffix S[x + l..m] was discovered at text position rr + x. The algorithm proceeds to 
match the pattern prefix 9[ 1 ..x] that was skipped. If an occurrence of this pattern prefix 
is discovered, the algorithm can report an occurrence of the complete pattern starting 
at text position 6. 
In any case, the pattern is shifted ahead with respect to the text by rrr positions 
since an occurrence of the pattern at any text position 5, such that o < 5 < B + rrr, 
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- ny is the period length of the pattern P[ l..m]. 
- (9[1..x], S[x + l..m]) is a given critical factorization, such that x < $@‘. 
- o is the current text position that the pattern is aligned with. 
- 8 is the current text position we have to compare. 
o=l 
8=1+x 
while o<n-m+ 1 do 
- Try to match the pattern suffix. 
- ‘&&’ is the conditional and operator. 
while8<a+m&&~[8]=8[8-a+l]do 
e=e+i 
if 8 c cr + m then - If there was a mismatch. 
e=e+i 
(T=e-x 
else - The pattern suffix 9[x + l..m] was matched. 
- It remains to match the prefix P[l..x]. 
- The original algorithm compares the symbols in the next statement 
- from right to left. However, any order can be used. Notice that the 
_ text symbols compared are indexed by some variable other than 8. 
if F[o..o + x - l] = P[l..x] then 
Report an occurrence of the pattern starting at text position o. 
o=o+rc~ 




Fig. 2. The Cmchemore-Perrin algorithm. 
0 0+x e 
I I 
r 1 
a I ’ z+x 
Local period 
Fig. 3. Application of critical factorizations. If Y[G + x..B - l] = 9’[x + 1..8 - Q] and there is an occurrence 
of the pattern at text position a, Q < a& 0 - ,y, then the factorization (9[ 1.,x], b[x + l..nr]) has a local 
period of length ii - 6. 
would imply that the critical factorization (S[l..x], S’[x + l..m]) has a local period 
whose length is smaller than ~7. 
Note that if after incrementing rr by nr, 0 + x < 8, then .9p..e - l] = 2qi..e - O] 
and in particular F[a + x..B - l] = 9Q + l..O - a]. Therefore, the invariant is already 
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maintained and there is no need to go back and compare parts of the pattern and the 
text that were compared earlier. 
It remains to count the number of comparisons made by the algorithm. There are 
at most n - x comparisons made in the loop that matches the pattern suffix since 0 
is incremented after each comparison is made and initially 0 = x + 1. The second 
comparison statement that matches the pattern prefix makes at most x comparisons 
each time it is reached. But then, r~ is incremented by rrr and x < rcy. Thus, there 
are at most n - m + x comparisons made by this statement throughout the execution 
of the algorithm and the total number of comparisons is at most 2n - m. 0 
4. Saving comparisons 
The Crochemore-Perrin algorithm is oblivious in the sense that it sometimes “for- 
gets” comparisons that it made and repeats them later. In this section we show how to 
avoid some of the repeated comparisons. The obvious implementation of the suggested 
algorithm uses O(m) memory registers to store the periods of the pattern. Section 6 
shows how to reduce the space requirements. 
Theorem 4.1. The Crochemore-Perrin string matching algorithm can be modified in 
such a way that it takes linear-time and makes at most n + 1 min(<hm-$3(n _ mj~ 
symbol comparisons. 
Proof. The modified Crochemore-Pen-in algorithm is given is Fig. 4. The main obser- 
vation in the modified algorithm is that when the original Crochemore-Perrin algorithm 
tries to match the pattern prefix Y[ l..~], this prefix might overlap the pattern suffix 
@[x + 1.. m] that was previously discovered in the text. It is possible to avoid repeating 
some comparisons by keeping track of suffix-prefix overlaps. For this purpose, the 
modified algorithm keeps an additional index r which holds the text position immedi- 
ately after the last discovered pattern suffix S[x + l..m]. 
In addition to the invariant Y[o+x..B- l] = B[x+l..e-o] that was maintained in the 
algorithm, which was given in the previous section, the modified algorithm maintains a 
second invariant: if G < r, then Y[o..r- l] = Y[ l..r-o]. Namely, if there would be an 
occurrence of the pattern starting at text position (r and this occurrence overlapped the 
last discovered pattern suffix 9Q + 1.. m], then the overlapping parts must be identical. 
Therefore, if cr < r, then it suffices to compare Y[r..a + 1 - l] to 9[r - (T + l..x] to 
check if Y[cr..a + x - l] = 9[1..x]. 
Note that suffix-prefix overlaps correspond to periods since Y[n+ l..m] = 9[l..m-rr] 
if and only if a E L@. The second invariant is clearly maintained after the pattern 
sufhx 9[x + l..m] is discovered in the text and the pattern is shifted ahead by ni 
positions. The algorithm makes sure that this invariant is maintained each time that a 
mismatch is encountered by shifting the pattern further ahead until it is maintained, if 
necessary. 
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- rr$ is the period length of the pattern S[l..m]. 
- (@‘[l..x], 9Q + I..m]) is a given critical facto~zation, such that 31 < 7~7. 
- o is the current ext position that the pattern is aligned with. 
- 0 is the current ext position we have to compare. 
- r is the text position immediately after the last discovered pattern suflix P[x + l..m]. 




while a<r~--m+ 1 do 
- Try to match the pattern suffix. 
- ‘&&’ is the ~o~ditio~~l and operator. 
while8<cr+m&&~-[8]=BEB-cr+1]do 
8=8+1 
if 0 < r~ + m then - If there was a mismatch. 
8=8+1 
tr=8-x 
if a < z then - maintain the inva~~t F[cF..z - l] = ~p[l..r - a]. 
a=min{z-m+nlnEI’I” and z-m+n>a} 
if a + x > 0 then 
0=0+x 
end 
else - The pattern s&ix t?p[x + l..m] was matched. 
- It remains to match the prefix P[ 1 ..x]. 
01 = max(o, 2) 
if F[a..a+~- l]=P[a--~+l..x] then 
Report an occurrence of the pattern starting at text position a. 
a=a+n$ 
r=8 




Fig. 4. The modified Crochemore-Perrin algorithm. 
The correctness of the algorithm follows similar to Theorem 3.2. We show that the 
algorithm makes at most n + ~tinc4;m-4)(n - m)J comparisons and takes linear time. 
The execution of the algo~~ is partitioned into phases. The first phase begins 
when the algorithm starts its execution and the last phase ends when 5 > n - m + 1. 
Intermediate phases end after the algorithm has found an occurrence of the pattern 
suffix @[x + l..m] in the text and tried to match the pattern prefix P[l..x] and the 
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following phase starts immediately after the algorithm has shifted the pattern ahead 
with respect to the text by rc$ positions (i.e. the statement 0 = CJ + ~1). Let & denote 
the last value of 0, the text position that the pattern is aligned with, in phase number 
$. Then, in the first phase 0’ > 1 and in the last phase 0’ <n - m + 1. 
Observe that each text symbol is compared at most twice with some pattern symbol: 
at most once with symbols of the pattern suffix 9Q + 1 ..m] and at most once with 
the symbols of the pattern prefix 9[1..x]. Denote by cl~l the number of text symbols 
compared twice in phase II/. Then, O<Q, <x. These symbols are situated between text 
positions r = a+’ +m and a@+X--1. Therefore, if cc$aO, then a$<.$-ati-‘+X-m. 
Hence, it follows that, 
a* 
ati - ati- 6 
min(a$ - a+’ + x - m,x) < 21. < 711 
ati - ati-1 \ m m’ 
The number of text symbols compared twice also satisfies CC~ <a@ - ati-’ - rci Hence, 
if x dm - nl or if a$ - ai-’ <m, then 
a* min(a$ - a$‘_’ - 711,X) m - 711 
ati _ ati-1 d a* - ai- <-. m 
If x 2 m - rci , and a$ - a@-* 2 m, then there are min(a@ - ati-’ - rr, x) text symbols 
that are compared twice, but min(a$ - a@-’ - m, x - m $ 7~1) text symbols that are 
not compared at all. By “charging” one comparison to each of these symbols and not 
counting these comparisons in ue, 
a+ min(ae - a+l - 7ri,x)-min(a-aJI-‘-m,x-m+~i) m - 7c1 
0” - &-l G ati - ati-’ <-. m 
The total number of text symbols compared twice, or more accurately, of text symbols 
“charged” with two comparisons, is bounded by 
Crj,=Ca~~),(a~-ai-‘)~ mincn,c-n,)(n-m)j. 
* JI L 
It remains to show that the algorithm takes linear time. The only part which might 
take longer is the search for the smallest period length of the pattern which is larger 
than or equal to a - r + m when a < r. It is possible to precompute a table in the 
preprocessing step that would provide this information in a single step. In Theorem 6.1 
we show how this step can be implemented without precomputing such a table. 0 
5. The periodicity structure 
The following is a well known fact about periods. 
Fact 5.1. Zf a string Y[l..k] has a period of length x,, then it has a period of length 
nb, such that A, < Xb, if and only if the @ix Y[TT, + l..k] has a period of length 
?.@ - 71,. 
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hoof. Assume that Y[ l..k - x,] = Y[rcO + I..k] and n, < rtb. Clearly &f’[ l..k - Ab] = 
y[?tb + l..k] if and only if Y[7ca + l..k - nb + rc,] = Y[?tb + l..k]. 0 
We next state the so called Periodicity Lemma. Lyndon and Schiitzenberger [29] 
proved a weaker version of the lemma, and Fine and Wilf [16] proved the tight bounds 
given below. Knuth, Morris and Pratt [25] gave another proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. Zf 71, and xb are period lengths of a string Y[l..k], and rt, + xb < k + 
gcd(rtn,,rtb), then gcd(rtO,nb) is also a period length of Y[l..k]. 
Lemma 5 3 . . Let nf, nF+, E II” be two consecutive period lengths of a string 9’[ 1 ..k]. 
Then, 
1. 7LP +Qr$ - n,“) E nY for non-negative integral values of 6, such that zf + 
QCt1 - x:)<k. 
2. All other period lengths in ZZ9 which are larger than r$’ are also larger than 
or equal to k - (x,“,, - z,“) + 2. 
Proof. The proof follows from the simple properties of periods given above: 
1. By Fact 5.1, the suffix Y[rr,” + l..k] has a period length (r&i - rtr). Any 
integral multiple 6(x:+, - rr,“) <k - x,” ’ is also a period length of this .&ix. By Fact 
5.1, ?rP + 8(7& - rcr) is a period length of SP[l..k]. 
2. Let rcr be a period length in II9 which is larger than rtp and is not of the 
form rt,” + 6($, - rrz). Then by Fact 5.1, the s&ix Y[rcF + l..k] has period lengths 
Y 
%+1 - nf and rr~-$‘. 
If rr$“ bk - (x$ - $) + 1, then (rt,“,, - rtf) + (rty” - $)<k - 7~: + 1 and by 
Lemma 5.2, gcd($‘+, - rcr,rcT - xp) is also a period length of ~Y’[rrk + l..k]. But 
Y 
%+I - % y is the smallest period length of Y[nr + l..k] and it divides a; - rep in 
contradiction to the choice of ~7. 0 
Definition 5.4. The Fibonacci numbers are defined as Fa = 0, 91 = 1 and 91 = 
91-i + 91-2 for 132. By classical theory of linear recurrences 91 = -&(cp’ - $), 
where q = v is the golden ratio and $ = q. Thus, 91 M $. 
The following lemma shows that the periodicity structure of a string can be repre- 
sented economically. Note that 0 and k are always period lengths of a string .Y[l..k] 
and do not have to be specified by the representation. 
Lemma 5.5. Given a string Y[l..k], it is possible to represent all period lengths z” E 
ZZ”, such that XT < k - @--I, by specifying only c 20 period lengths. Furthermore, 
it is possible to compute this representation from the periods of Sp[l..k] in linear time 
and using constant space while the periods are given in an increasing order, and it is 
also possible to generate the periods from this representation in an increasing order 
in time that is linear in the number of generated periods and using constant space. 
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Proof. We first show how to construct the economic representation 72?, . . . ,72?, of the 
periods. The construction takes linear time and uses constant space in addition to the 
c memory registers that store the representation. The main idea is to generate larger 
period lengths from small ones. Periods which can be generated from smaller periods 
do not need to be stored. 
Initially let 72: = 0, 727 = rcy and c = 1. Assume that the remaining periods of 
Y[l..k] are given in an increasing order starting with ~2” and let rrf be the next period 
length. 
By Lemma 5.3, rcf - rtr_‘-, <rrr_, - 7tr_ip_2. If I$ - I& = rcr_, - z:_~, then rr: 
is given by the period lengths x,“_~ and rtr_, , and it does not have to be stored. 
Otherwise, let 72T+i = XT and increment c by one. The smallest period that is not 
represented by the c periods 727,. . . ,72:, is 72:+, = rrp. Note, that the period length 
7rr might be given by previous periods A:, h = 1,. . . , a- 1, but it is more convenient 
not to check for this condition; e.g. the string ‘aabaaabaa’ has a period of length 8 
which is given by the period lengths 0 and 4, but 7 is also a period length of this 
string, 7 - 4 # 4 - 0 and the representation of all periods will consist of the period 
lengths 4, 7 and 8. 
Let @c = k - 72zi, @i = k - 72: and @I = Qir_1 + Gq-2 + 2. It is easy to verify 
inductively that @r = (k - 72$)%[+1 + (SF+, - ST)%! + 2%/+i - 2. By Lemma 5.3, 
-9 rr_,-~~_2~k-72~+2for1=2,~~~,c+1.Byinductionon1, k-$_,+,~@~,since 
k-3? c /+I = (k - fi:,+z) + (&+2 - +:1+, )> @,-, + Q/-Z + 2 = @/. 
And therefore, 
= (k - &)%t,+z + (72$ - Zf“)%c+l+ 2%t,+2 - 2 
> (k - fi:+l)%.c+2 + %c+4 - 2. 
Solving for 72zi we get 
establishing that all periods that are smaller than k - L-&--J + 1 are represented by 
a9 711 ,...,7$ . -y (In fact, if c 22, then 725, ak - [$--I + 2.) 
Ciiven the representation 727,. . . , Sr, one can clearly generate all periods n? E II”, 
such that rc” G max(k - L-$--J, i?:), in an increasing order, in time which is linear in 
the number of periods generated and using constant space. Sometimes, it is possible 
to continue and generate larger periods, but periods which are not specified by the 
representation might be skipped. 
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The bounds we obtained above for the representation are tight for infinitely many 
strings as we show next. Define the sequence of strings of as: 
These strings are closely related to the Fibonacci strings which are defined as fs = 
‘b’, f 1 = ‘a’ and f 1 = f l-1 f1-2 and are used in other pathological examples of string 
properties. The length of w’; is ]w’;l = #F,+r + F,+s - 2. 
It is easy to verify that the representation generated for the string 9 = c$+r satisfies 
lr? = tiy = lo:+, 1 - IcI.$_~+~ 1 for 1 = 0,. . .,c + 1. Thus, 72zr = lo:+, I - p is not 
represented by the c periods $7,. . . , ST, giving tight bounds in the discussion above, 
asp grows. 0 
Corollary 5.6. The set ZZY[l.k] of all periods of a string Y[l..k] can be represented 
by specifying at most [log, k + 11 periods. 
Remark. The compact representation of periods of a string is not new. Galil and 
Seiferas [ 191 used similar arguments in a variant of the Knuth-Morris-Pratt string 
matching algorithm that uses only O(logm) space. Guibas and Odlyzko [23] character- 
ized all possible periodicity structures of a string of length k and showed that there are 
ke(losk) such structures, independent of the alphabet size. Thus, any encoding of the 
periodicity structure requires Q(log’ k) bits and our representation can not be uniformly 
improved by more than a constant multiplicative factor. 
6. Saving space 
This section shows how to use the economic representation of the periodicity struc- 
ture of the pattern in the modified Chrochemore-Perrin algorithm that was given in 
Section 4. 
Theorem 6.1. The modified Crochemore-Perrin algorithm from Section 4 can be im- 
plemented in linear-time using only O(log m) auxiliary memory registers. 
Proof. The algorithm uses constant space except for storing of the periods of the 
pattern. By Corollary 5.6, the periods can be represented in O(logm) memory registers. 
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By Lemma 5.5, the periods can be generated from this representation in an increasing 
order, in time which is linear in the number of periods generated and using constant 
space. 
The periods are used only in one place in the algorithm where the smallest period 
of the pattern which is larger than or equal to g - r + m is needed. But G only 
increases during the execution of the algorithm, so as long as r is fixed, the periods 
that are needed also increase and can be found by scanning the periods in an increasing 
order. The time is clearly bounded by the amount of increase of c, and therefore is 
linear. 
However, r increases each time an occurrence of the pattern suffix %[x + l..m] is 
discovered in the text. In this case the algorithm returns to generate the periods in an 
increasing order starting from the smallest period. Note, that in this case r = o+m-ni, 
the algorithm will need only periods that are larger than rci, and the time to generate 
the periods will be bounded by the amount of increase of cr. Thus, the algorithm still 
takes linear time. 0 
If only constant space is available, then a part of the periodicity structure of the 
pattern can still be stored. The resulting algorithm is a hybrid between the Crochemore- 
Perrin algorithm given in Section 3 and the modified algorithm from Section 4. 
Theorem 6.2. Zf CB 1 registers are available to store the periodicity structure of the 
pattern, then the modijed Crochemore-Perrin algorithm can be implemented in linear 
time and constant space. It makes at most n + [$a(n - m)] comparisons. 
Proof. Since the period rti is used in the original algorithm, the number of registers 
used to store the periodicity structure is larger than one. By Lemma 5.5 all period 
lengths II, < m - L&J can be represented by c 2 1 registers. 
Recall the proof of Theorem 4.1. In phase number $, if o$ - &i bm - L&J, 
then the algorithm can proceed as in Theorem 6.1. The problem arises if cr < r 
and OIL - &’ > m - L-$--J. Since the algorithm cannot maintain the invariant that 
%[a..r - l] = %[l,.r - 01 it will behave as the original CrochemorePerrin algo- 
rithm of Section 3 and compare the complete prefix %[l..x] of the pattern if neces- 
sary. 
This may cause second comparison “charges” to min(ni, m - rri) text symbols while 
ma& - &l-l > m - L&J. Thus in phase number $, the ratio between the number 
of text symbols that are charged with a second comparison to a$ - o$-’ is bounded 
by 
min(m,m - m) < 1 PC+2 
m-l&1 ’ 2 %& - 1’ 
establishing the claimed bound. Cl 
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7. The pattern preprocessing 
The pattern preprocessing step of the Crochemore-Pert-in algorithm takes linear time, 
uses constant space and make at most 5m symbol comparisons. However, it uses or- 
der comparisons that may result in less-than, equal-to, or greater-than answers. This 
preprocessing is not sufficient for our purpose since it does not find all the periods 
of the pattern. In fact, if the period of the pattern is longer than half of the pattern 
length, then the Crochemore-Perrin pattern preprocessing step does not compute it 
at all. 
Theorem 7.1. The pattern preprocessing step of the algorithms presented in this paper 
takes linear time and uses constant space. It uses order comparisons to find a critical 
factorization of the pattern. 
Proof. The preprocessing consists of two parts: 
1. A critical factorization of the pattern is computed by Crochemore and Pen-in’s 
pattern preprocessing algorithm. This computation uses an algorithm that finds the 
maximal suffix of the pattern, and therefore requires the existence of an arbitrary total 
order on the input alphabet, so that comparisons result in less-than, equal-to or greater- 
than answers. 
2. Galil and Seiferas [21] and Crochemore and Rytter [IS] show that their linear- 
time, constant-space string-matching algorithms can find all overhanging occurrences 
of the pattern in the text and therefore find all period lengths of the pattern. 
These algorithms find the periods in an increasing order of their length as required 
in Lemma 5.5. The construction of the economic representation f the periods proceeds 
as the periods are found and does not require any additional symbol comparisons. It
takes linear time and uses constant space, except for the registers which are used to 
store the representation. 
The number of comparisons made is linear with a constant which is not very large. 
0 
8. Open problems 
There are several remaining open problems about the exact comparison complexity 
of string matching and of related string problems. Many of the problems listed in 
Breslauer and Galil’s paper [5] can also be asked in the context of constant space 
algorithms. Two problems which are directly related to this work are: 
(1) What is the exact number of comparisons required by constant-space string- 
matching algorithms? 
(2) Is it necessary to use order comparisons in order to find a critical factorization of 
a string in linear time? 
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